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Both Sides of the Line Kevin Kelly Hent PDF quoteWe all come in shades of gray, always battling back the
smoke and shadows, but what happens when the darkness takes over, when what is done cannot be undone?
Kevin Kelly's Both Sides of the Line tells the story of Jack Clyde Dempsey, football coach at a Catholic
school in Bostonthe man who forever changes the lives of countless young men. He brings unity and

discipline and a seemingly magic mantra to a group of inner-city boys for whom football is a means to escape
the many challenges faced at home. With charisma and unrelenting determination, Dempsey insists on
quickness, technique, and desire―what he calls quotethe holy trinityquote of being a good football

player―and converts a group of non-winners into believers. He also makes them into teammates who support
and believe in one another. And while his team, his football family, quickly comes to respect him for his
unwavering belief in their potential, the truth is, the storied and mythic nature of Dempsey's quotedark
sidequote has preceded him. While revered by the streetwise boys well before they ever lay eyes on him,
Dempsey reveals an unapologetically street-tough temper, and his whispered-about dealings with the local
mob are multiplied in the rumor mill of Don Bosco High. And when a teammate is paralyzed partly because
of a Dempsey excess, linebacker Kevin Kelly begins to reconsider his faith in the game of football. And

though Dempsey stays on as their coach, the ghostly memory of the crippled teammate lingers in the minds of
teammates for decades. In the fall of 1974, with team morale at an all-time low, Dempsey's relentless drive for
perfection leads his undersized charges to a championship seasonthe first and only title Don Bosco's football
team will ever know while competing in the prestigious Catholic Conference. The crown becomes the motor
for many a player's self-esteem and confidence as well as for their college and career success. For Dempsey,
however, it only becomes the towering peak from which he will spiral downward, crashing in a blast of
violence that, one fateful night, wipes away the life of a young patron, Edward White, in a Boston bar. A

football coach who preaches God, family, and country, and the need to live a clean, drug-free life, allows his
penchant for drinking and cocaine to finally get the better of him. Fleeing the scene with a gun and soon a

false identity, Dempsey reinvents himself as Ronald Mior in Ontario, Canada and remains on the run from the
law for ten years, even reaching the top rungs of quoteAmerica's Most Wantedquote list. This is the

remarkable story of an unlikely team of winners from some of the roughest parts of Boston, and of the coach
who both inspires and shapes them into believing in themselves, to achieve remarkable heights of lifetime
success, as he himself self-destructs. This is Kevin Kelly's memoir about Jack Dempsey, the man who played

on both sides of the line.quote

 

quoteWe all come in shades of gray, always battling back the smoke
and shadows, but what happens when the darkness takes over, when



what is done cannot be undone? Kevin Kelly's Both Sides of the Line
tells the story of Jack Clyde Dempsey, football coach at a Catholic
school in Bostonthe man who forever changes the lives of countless
young men. He brings unity and discipline and a seemingly magic
mantra to a group of inner-city boys for whom football is a means to

escape the many challenges faced at home. With charisma and
unrelenting determination, Dempsey insists on quickness, technique,
and desire―what he calls quotethe holy trinityquote of being a good
football player―and converts a group of non-winners into believers.
He also makes them into teammates who support and believe in one
another. And while his team, his football family, quickly comes to
respect him for his unwavering belief in their potential, the truth is,
the storied and mythic nature of Dempsey's quotedark sidequote has
preceded him. While revered by the streetwise boys well before they
ever lay eyes on him, Dempsey reveals an unapologetically street-
tough temper, and his whispered-about dealings with the local mob
are multiplied in the rumor mill of Don Bosco High. And when a

teammate is paralyzed partly because of a Dempsey excess,
linebacker Kevin Kelly begins to reconsider his faith in the game of
football. And though Dempsey stays on as their coach, the ghostly
memory of the crippled teammate lingers in the minds of teammates
for decades. In the fall of 1974, with team morale at an all-time low,

Dempsey's relentless drive for perfection leads his undersized
charges to a championship seasonthe first and only title Don Bosco's
football team will ever know while competing in the prestigious
Catholic Conference. The crown becomes the motor for many a
player's self-esteem and confidence as well as for their college and
career success. For Dempsey, however, it only becomes the towering
peak from which he will spiral downward, crashing in a blast of
violence that, one fateful night, wipes away the life of a young
patron, Edward White, in a Boston bar. A football coach who

preaches God, family, and country, and the need to live a clean, drug-
free life, allows his penchant for drinking and cocaine to finally get
the better of him. Fleeing the scene with a gun and soon a false
identity, Dempsey reinvents himself as Ronald Mior in Ontario,
Canada and remains on the run from the law for ten years, even
reaching the top rungs of quoteAmerica's Most Wantedquote list.
This is the remarkable story of an unlikely team of winners from
some of the roughest parts of Boston, and of the coach who both
inspires and shapes them into believing in themselves, to achieve
remarkable heights of lifetime success, as he himself self-destructs.
This is Kevin Kelly's memoir about Jack Dempsey, the man who

played on both sides of the line.quote
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